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TLHLIFE

Italy was the last place writer and artist Marina Brown visited last summer, pre-pandemic and free

from the lockdowns that have halted and haunted international travel. ❚ Brown spent most of her

time conducting research for her most recent book, “The Orphan of Pitigliano,” which

was released this spring and is now a finalist for the Florida Authors & Publishers

Association Book Awards. Brown also does freelance writing for the Tallahassee Dem-

ocrat. ❚ Brown loves stepping outside the familiar to generate her works. Though she is

grounded in Tallahassee for now, quarantine has only increased her artistic fervor and

output. In addition to being recognized as a novelist, Brown is a prolific visual artist

and she has accomplished an impressive feat. This summer, her artworks will be exhibited simulta-

neously in four different galleries. She’s kicking the season off with a solo show at LeMoyne Arts

titled “Color of Light: Retrospective and New Works.”

“Fourth of July” by Marina Brown, who has four shows this summer starting off with a solo show at LeMoyne
Arts, “Color of Light: Retrospective and New Works.” TALLAHASSEE

PORTRAIT OF

VIBRANCE
Marina Brown’s ‘frenzy’ of work leaps off the page into galleries

Amanda Sieradzki Council on Culture and Arts

See BROWN, Page 4C

Brown 

Since the beginning of sheltering in
place, I have accelerated the writing of
poems to lift my spirits. At the same

time, I have gotten together — socially
distancing — on front and back porches
with neighbors and friends, to write po-
ems from a common prompt, or “first
phrase.” 

In the last three months, my partners
and I have written about finding our way
home, about manatees and owls, sun-
beams, rain and quietude, about fireflies.
We’ve written about empty calendars

and “time out of time,” about awakening
and birdsong, ancestors and descend-
ants, time disappearing, a garden bench,
and a blooming magnolia. Our poems
have explored loneliness and love, and
the slowing down of the world. 

The prompts, or “first phrases” we
give each other, open a portal, give us an
angle, invite the Muse to guide us into
the poem.

I will share with you the poems writ-
ten on the front porch with my neighbor
Betsy.

We had been talking about how the
folks in our neighborhood seemed to be
around more, walking, bicycling, sitting
on porches, waving to each other. Was
this actually a benefit of the pandemic? 

Neighbor’s porch is perch for swapping poems

Katya Taylor
Around the Block

See POEMS, Page 2C
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“I’ve been in a frenzy,” says Brown. “It’s been a lot of
late nights, but the more you’re doing it, the freer the
flow comes to you. I’ve felt pretty inspired of late.” 

Three paintings appeared in a week and a half, ac-
companied by the booming operatic tenor of Luciano
Pavarotti in the background. 

“The power of his voice keeps me painting and it’s
wonderful…it’s exhilarating,” adds Brown. 

The LeMoyne exhibition uses all five galleries with
more than 80 original artworks on display. Brown pre-
sents both new and retrospective works that range in
media from pastels to watercolor. She’s divided her
work into three sections — tableaus of the “deep
south” and African American life, portraiture of faces
seen on her travels to Tanzania, Ethiopia, and Brazil,
and finally, dancers in motion. 

Brown says she often has a hard time finding the
right paper for an idea, so she has tested numerous
surfaces for this series. She layered pastel on card-
board to combat the duller coloring. For another work,
she grabbed red sandpaper from the garage to sketch a
crew of hip-hop dancers and make them pop. 

One portrait of a young African American man, ti-
tled “Get Behind Me Satan,” was created on Italian pla-
cemat paper that she brought back from Italy. While its
ochre coloring easily compliments her chalky pastels,
she chose to use watercolors instead. 

“When I finished, and as the paint dried, it wrinkled
the paper in a certain way which caused these radiant
beams to come off of his head,” says Brown. “He just
became sainted right then and there.” 

These experiments have led Brown into new territo-
ry. Unlike her painting in COCA’s “Creative Tallahas-
see” exhibit — which is displayed online and features
Bradfordville Blues Club’s swinging honky tonkers —
her paintings for the 32nd Annual Art in Gadsden exhi-
bition takes a more equine approach. 

One work depicts a gaucho herding horses in Ar-
gentina. Brown used a technique that spreads salt
alongside the watercolor pigment to create tiny con-
stellations in the background. Rather than rub off the
salt when it’s dry, she leaves it to give her work another
texture altogether. 

“I had never painted horses before,” says Brown.
“The salt looks like dust and dirt is there as these
stampeding horses go by. It dissolves and draws paint
towards it and repels it.” 

Brown feels a constant push and pull between her
many mediums. She plays with painting motion and
story just as frequently as she does in her writing. Her
show, “Text & Testimony” at the Anderson Brickler
Gallery Annex, will run concurrently with the show at
LeMoyne and features illustrations and sketches from
her work as a writer-in-residence at the Tallahassee
International airport. 

Pieces also include archival sketches from photo-
graphs of former slaves and dancing women. She
hopes viewers will reflect on what life was like for
these men and women. Among her favorites is a young
man heading to court a woman with bouquet in hand,
and the shy and tentative emotions at play on their
faces. 

“It’s really a testimony to how with written stories
you’re getting something through the author’s point of
view, but with an image you’re having to do the emo-
tional work of seeing a painting and reacting to it,”
says Brown. “I hope people will resonate with what
they see and see that we are all the same, even if the
world does not treat us the same.” 

As each gallery showing Brown’s work begins their
soft re-openings, visitors must make reservations
ahead of time, and adhere to mask and distancing pol-
icies. Specific procedures and operations for each gal-
lery can be found online. 

Brown is delighted to be juggling these many open-
ings after months of relative quiet. Now, with so many
paintings out of the house, she says her husband has
already commissioned a new abstract piece to hang
above the sofa. She is happy to oblige. 

“Art is a worthy diversion yes, but it can, like a good
story, lead you down wonderful paths,” says Brown,
who is striking a balance between heavier works and
moments of respite. “I would say not only for the artist,
but for all of us, to pick up some pencil or paper or
crayons and let what’s inside come out. Sometimes it
will be lovely and surprising.” 

For information on the 32nd Annual Art in Gadsden
please visit
https://gadsdenarts.org/exhibitions/Art-in-Gadsden.
To learn about the Anderson Brickler Gallery’s “Text
and Testimony” exhibit, please visit
http://andersonbricklergallery.com. To visit Creative
Tallahassee Online, visit
https://cocaonlinegallery.zenfolio.com. 

Amanda Sieradzki is the feature writer for the
Council on Culture & Arts. COCA is the capital area’s
umbrella agency for arts and culture (www.tallahas-
seearts.org).

Dancers with Long Skirts by Marina Brown. TALLAHASSEE

Brown
Continued from Page 1C

If you go
What: Color of Light:
Retrospective and New
Works of Marina Brown 

When: 11 a.m.-5 p.m.
Tuesday to Friday (open
until 8 p.m. on Thursday)
through July 31 

Where: Lemoyne Arts,
125 N Gadsden St 

Cost: Free 

Contact: For more
information, visit
/www.lemoyne.org
/current-exhibit.html.

Zebra is one of the works by Marina Brown on display
this summer. Her artworks will be exhibited
simultaneously in four different galleries. She’s
kicking the season off with a solo show at LeMoyne
Arts titled “Color of Light: Retrospective and New
Works.” TALLAHASSEE

Self Portrait by Marina
Brown. TALLAHASSEE

Traveling east on Miccosukee Road a full size SUV
slammed into a very large heavy steel and aluminum
apparatus which can best be described as a supermar-
ket stacking-rack of some sort. The SUV demolished
the object which had fallen off a trailer carrying several
such objects.

The SUV received only minor scratches on the
bumper. A lesser lower profile vehicle would have sus-
tained considerably more, perhaps disabling damage
with some of the metal fixture possibly coming through
the windshield into the passenger envelope. First in a
platoon with traffic on the right and in trail, the median
with planted trees to the left, the driver of the SUV had
no option but to apply hard braking as it plowed
through and over the thing shredding it into a few large
pieces and a thousand little pieces.

What happened next is why I tell you about this,
which was initially, a minor crash into an object sud-
denly thrust upon the roadway into a potential tragedy.
Ready? A young woman stopped her car in the lane of
traffic, got out and proceeded to try to move the bulky
metal object and smaller debris from the roadway.

The significance of this simple act of kindness and
perceived civic responsibility to remove hazardous de-
bris so no other driver would run over the pieces and
damage the undercarriage of their car, slice a hole into

the engine oil pan, sustain a punctured tire or worse. In
so doing the young woman placed herself within a lane
of traffic directly in line with fast moving cars.

Sad to say this scenario is not at all uncommon.
Some years ago I conducted a post-crash forensics in-
vestigation where a good Samaritan got out of his car to
help people involved in a traffic crash which had oc-
curred ahead of him. This good-hearted young gentle-
man eager to assist his fellow human beings in distress
was struck and killed by a driver who turned a minor
two-vehicle traffic crash into a major multi-vehicle
tragedy.

Using indelible ink, write this on the inside of your
forehead. Never get out of a vehicle stopped in a lane
designed for vehicular traffic. Only if the car is on fire or
you are involved in a chain reaction multiple vehicle
pileup, in thick fog or blinding snow may you exit your
vehicle.

In such a case, without looking back, as fast as your
legs can take you, run away from the barrage of crash-
ing, crunching metal and glass. Don’t stop running un-
til you feel safe that 80,000 pounds of tractor-trailer
sliding off the highway out of control cannot reach you.
But not for any other reason exit your car on a busy
street until it’s safely off the road or until a law enforce-
ment officer who has pulled in behind you directs you
otherwise. Then be extremely careful. 

State Troopers, city police, firefighters, paramedics;
all first responders sometimes must stop in a traffic-
way but they do so extremely cautiously watching on-
coming vehicles to insure they are redirecting away
from the position the first responders occupy. They
also employ a significant array of bright flashing lights

to alert oncoming drivers.
Even then, some of these brave souls have been

struck down.
Q. Micky hasn’t been able to figure out why some

stop bars applied at left turn lanes are recessed while
some are not. Why not have all of them recessed? Espe-
cially when a driver on a one way street is turning left
and the car on the other street disregards the stop bar
narrowing the turning cars angle and blocking the in-
tersection. When bad things happen the intersection
can be blocked for hours. 

A. Offset or recessed stop bars are used to accom-
plish exactly what you refer as preventing vehicles
from impeding the flow of opposing left turning vehi-
cles entering from the right. You are also correct in your
belief some drivers don’t even know why a stop bar is
placed at an intersection. The lack of driver education
is at play here.

That aside, recessed stop bars may take a full car
length of valuable storage capacity away from the left
turn lane which ultimately can result in that intersec-
tion approach creating a bottleneck impeding the
through traffic.

This, as in pretty nearly all traffic engineering at-
tempts to resolve one problem can, if not done wisely,
result in creating another. However as intersection
geometrics dictate stop bars are placed in a position
that best suits all traffic patterns with public safety
considered foremost.

Philip Stuart is a retired Florida State Trooper, Traf-
fic Operations Projects Engineer and Forensics Expert
Witness. Write to him at: crashsites@embarqmail.com 

Act of kindness can get you killed at a crash site

Street Scene
Philip Stuart

Guest columnist


